Dear UBI Advocates,

We hope you are all well and safe; and we would like to invite you to our coming meeting on February 9th, 2021, Tuesday, at GMT 14:30 pm.

Please note that; the ‘Worldwide Meetings of UBI Advocates and UBI Networks’ are being held in accordance with the below given timing formula;

- 2nd Tuesdays of each month, at GMT 14:30 pm, and
- 4th Tuesdays of each month, at GMT 08:00 am

The details regarding our coming meeting to be held on February 9th, 2021, Tuesday, at GMT 14:30 pm, is given below;

>>> 1 - The draft agenda is given below;

I - Reading the agenda and compiling additional agenda items (if any)

II – Discussions on ‘Creativity and Planning of Social Media Campaigns [Communication Strategy, Media Planning and Execution of the Campaign]’ [The presentation documentation of our dear friend Vlady Fidanova (Advertising and Marketing Communications, Bulgaria) is attached.]

[Please, also find below the you tube link for the video recordings of the 5th / Additional Meeting of ‘Best Practices During UBI Advocacy’ series, held on 27th of January, 2021; during which the above mentioned presentation have been made.]
https://youtu.be/3NgMwgBqUYk

III – Discussions on ‘Drafting a set of rules regarding the ‘Sustainability in a Healthy Manner’ of our common efforts for communication, interaction and collaboration of UBI Advocates’.

[The related e-mail message, which have been shared in our e-mail group (ubi-advocates@googlegroups.com) at 27th of January, 2021, is also available at the very end of this message.
One can also see the attached PDF file with the same content.]

IV - News from Working Groups

V - News from UBI Advocates and UBI Networks

>>> 2 – You can reach to the video recordings of our past meetings using the below given link;
Video Recordings | Worldwide Meetings of UBI Advocates and UBI Networks (ubi-advocates.org)
The corresponding Zoom link and password for the coming meeting is given below;

Topic: Worldwide 25th Meeting of UBI Advocates and UBI Networks - February 9th, 2021, Tuesday - GMT 14:30 pm
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5104702381?pwd=RDN5T1ZTZzRiRXZ1TTV0M2ovMnFTZz09
Meeting ID: 510 470 2381
Passcode: UBI4H

IMPORTANT: The timing of our Zoom meetings are all announced as GMT (Greenwich Mean Time).

As agreed during the first meeting; all the meetings are being RECORDED and shared through youtube, especially for other UBI Advocates, who were not able to participate.

Looking forward to see you and hear your contributions,
Best wishes and regards,

Ali Mutlu Köylüoğlu
CITIZEN'S BASIC INCOME Research Development Culture and Dissemination Society
alimutlu.koyluoglu@gmail.com
+90-532-314 95 20 (Whatsapp)

Dates and timings of the future meetings in year 2021:

- 25th Meeting - February 9th, 2021 - GMT 14:30 pm
- 26th Meeting - February 23rd, 2021 - GMT 08:00 am
- 27th Meeting - March 9th, 2021 - GMT 14:30 pm
- 28th Meeting - March 23rd, 2021 - GMT 08:00 am
- 29th Meeting - April 13th, 2021 - GMT 14:30 pm
- 30th Meeting - April 27th, 2021 - GMT 08:00 am
- 31st Meeting - May 11th, 2021 - GMT 14:30 pm
- 32nd Meeting - May 25th, 2021 - GMT 08:00 am
- 33rd Meeting - June 8th, 2021 - GMT 14:30 pm
- 34th Meeting - June 22nd, 2021 - GMT 08:00 am
- 35th Meeting - July 13th, 2021 - GMT 14:30 pm
- 36th Meeting - July 27th, 2021 - GMT 08:00 am
- 37th Meeting - August 10th, 2021 - GMT 14:30 pm
- 38th Meeting - August 24th, 2021 - GMT 08:00 am
- 39th Meeting - September 14th, 2021 - GMT 14:30 pm
- 40th Meeting - September 28th, 2021 - GMT 08:00 am
- 41st Meeting - October 12th, 2021 - GMT 14:30 pm
- 42nd Meeting - October 26th, 2021 - GMT 08:00 am
- 43rd Meeting - November 9th, 2021 - GMT 14:30 pm
- 44th Meeting - November 23th, 2021 - GMT 08:00 am
- 45th Meeting - December 14th, 2021 - GMT 14:30 pm
- 46th Meeting - December 28th, 2021 - GMT 08:00 am
Subject: IMPORTANT - Regarding the 'Sustainability in a Healthy Manner' of our common efforts for communication, interaction and collaboration of UBI Advocates from different corners of the World, through our tools (e-mail group, Worldwide Meetings, etc.)

Note: The content of this message will be valid TEMPORARILY (till the end of our coming meeting on 9th of February, 2021, Tuesday, at GMT 14:30). Following the discussions to be held during that meeting, we hope to have a PERMANENT set of rules.

Dear UBI Advocates,

I hope you are all well and safe.

Unfortunately, I had to prepare this message upon the necessity seen and I am sharing it with you;

'Worldwide Meetings of UBI Advocates and UBI Networks', e-mail group for UBI Advocates and UBI Networks ('ubi-advocates@googlegroups.com'), 'The Record Book of UBI Advocates', 'Global Map of UBI Networks', the activities of the Working Groups formed during our Worldwide Meetings, etc. are all have been designed, structured and are being executed only for introducing additional tools for communication, interaction and collaboration of 'UBI Advocates and UBI Networks' from different corners of the World. Just, regarding their UBI advocacy efforts and not for any other purposes.

No intervention has been made to the written messages, speeches and contributions to date. Under normal circumstances, we believe that all our friends will act responsibly.

However, we have experienced different developments recently. In addition to the reaction messages sent to the e-mail group, there is more than twenty complaint messages directly send to me.

In this context, I would like to make the following explanations and announcements;

1 - All of our works, especially Worldwide Meetings and e-mail group, are based solely on the knowledge and experience sharing on UBI Advocacy efforts, in order to support the efforts we carry out in our own countries with very limited resources.

2 - During our all activities, there is no question of any fundraising, dues, payments, etc. Please be very careful with such cheating attempts, which you may encounter directly or indirectly.

3 - Written and verbal contributors are expected to act responsibly regarding the content of their contributions. All the responsibilities of what is written, said and shared belong to themselves (the author, the speaker and the one who shares). But; hate and/or discriminatory speech, and expressions against human rights can not be tolerated and are unacceptable.

4 – Also, all the posts should be related to UBI Advocacy efforts.

5 - We do not have the opportunity to read all the messages as soon as they arrive. With your alerts (through e-mail, whatsapp message, Zoom chat box message, etc.) we can be aware of the problems.
6 - After now, when we receive a complaint message from three of our friends due to 'hate, discriminatory discourses, and expressions against human rights' with in the message or messages of one of our friends, unfortunately, we will have to take this friend out of the e-mail group.

7 - I guess and i believe, what we are wishing and aiming is also in conformity with the soul and characteristics of UBI.

8 - During the meetings; regarding the key note contributions which have been mentioned as an agenda item, we will try to receive a duration estimate from the key note speaker and announce it together with the draft agenda.

9 - During the meetings, it is very important to give the messages in a short duration. It should be essential to allow time to hear the contributions of as many participants as possible. Regarding the contributions following the key note speaches, the time allocation for each contribution will be limited with \((3 + 1 = 4\) minutes).

10 - Regarding our meetings; currently, monthly, three regular meetings are running; twice a month 'Worldwide Meetings of UBI Advocates and UBI Networks' and once a month 'Best Practices during UBI Advocacy' (for ECI-UBI 2020 and for UBI Movement). These meetings are being announced at the social media, together with the Zoom link details and are open to everybody. This situation is relatively difficult to handle. But, we can make an announcement at the beginning of each meeting regarding the expectations from the participants. I believe, this may solve the problem to ceratin extent.

I am very sorry that i have to prepare and share this message. But for the sustainability of our common efforts, considering the messages i received, i believe it was necessary.

I will not mention their names, but i would like to thank all contributors who made content contributions to this message.

The content of this message will be valid TEMPORARILY (till the end of our coming meeting on 9th of February, 2021, at GMT 14:30). Following the discussions to be held during that meeting, we hope to have a PERMANENT set of rules.

Stay safe and well,
All the best

Ali Mutlu Köylüoğlu